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Why 12 months of B Corp blogging?

We all know that an active blog is good marketing. It helps 
customers get to know you and feel more connected. It’s a  
way to show you’re a sharp thinker with a finger on the pulse  
of your industry. And, of course, it boosts your visibility on the 
web. For many businesses, though, feeding a blog consistently  
is a challenge.

The good news: being a B Corp gives you plenty of fodder for 
this content beast. With that in mind, we’ve come up with a 
dozen ideas that are perfectly appropriate whether you just 
became a B Corp or have been one for a while. Some of them 
you can even use more than once. 

Follow this content plan for a year of monthly posts, and your 
customers, clients, partners, and others, will have a firm handle 
on your values and why B Corps really are the best for the world. 
Bonus: you’ll be helping to spread the word about why all like-
minded companies should become B Corps.

Here’s to being the change,

The Thinkshifters
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Why you’re a B Corp 
“Why did you become a B Corp?” is the most common question we  
and many other B Corps we know are asked (after “What is a B Corp?”). 
Give the people what they want! Delve into the reasons behind your 
decision, explain how it makes you a better company, and detail the 
benefits you think it brings your business and customers. If you use  
other certifications (such as for fair trade products or organics), how  
is B Corp different? What does it add to your certifications?

There are many potential approaches, from deeply personal to strictly 
practical and everywhere in between. Here’s an example from Etsy:

Etsy Joins the B Corporation Movement

Today we’re incredibly proud to announce that Etsy has become a Certified 
B Corporation™. So what exactly does that mean? B Corporations are a 
new kind of company that uses the power of business to solve social and 
environmental problems. It’s like a LEED or Fair Trade certification, but 
for a business, not just a building or a bag of coffee. There are currently 
over 521 Certified B Corporations from sixty industries, such as consult-
ing, solar energy, and law. Etsy will be among the biggest, keeping good 
company with Patagonia and Seventh Generation.

Why did we become B Corp certified? We believe that business has a 
higher social purpose beyond simply profit. The B Corp assessment gives 
us a framework to measure Etsy’s success against rigorous values and 
responsible practices as we scale as a company. Albert Wenger of Union 
Square Ventures, a longtime Etsy investor and advisor, puts it this way: 
“We believe that the best long-term stewards of Internet-based networks 
and marketplaces will focus on value creation for all participants instead 
of solely on shareholders. B Corporations provide a legal foundation 
perfectly supporting this much more comprehensive outlook.” … 

Read the full post here.

Blog 1:

http://www.etsy.com/blog/news/2012/etsy-joins-the-b-corporation-movement/
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Benefits of being a B     
Once you’ve been a B Corp for a while, you can write about the value 
you’re seeing. Are there any unexpected benefits? How is it improving 
your business? What does it mean to your customers and partners? What 
does it mean to your workforce? If you’re active in the B Corp community, 
how has that affected you? Are you having more fun in your business?

Here’s an excerpt of a post by Karen Parolek of Berkeley-based Opticos 
Design on the occasion of her company’s recertification:

Why We Became a B: Making a Commitment to a Triple Bottom Line 

Thankfully, we have found the community of B Corps to be the support 
system that we needed. It’s a group that is interested in making a differ-
ence in the world, and has found that their for-profit businesses are a 
powerful way to do so. Our affiliation with this group has encouraged 
us to see our business as a power for good, while constantly challenging 
us to rethink the status quo and our way of doing business, in the way 
we impact the environment and in the way we work with our clients, 
employees, consultants, vendors, and the communities where our proj-
ects are located. …

Read the full post here.

Blog 2:

http://opticosdesign.com/why-we-became-a-b-making-a-commitment-to-a-triple-bottom-line/
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Working for a B Corp 
Tap an employee to write about what it means to them to work for 
a B Corp. Why did they choose you? Do they feel more involved and 
inspired at work? Does it help them get dates?

Maybe your employees will say something like this, by Luz Iglesias of  
the Ian Martin Group, a Canadian firm:

“I want to connect people with meaningful work.”

The first step in the process that would lead me to join Ian Martin was 
a statement of my own vocation—to connect people with meaningful 
work—which Tim Masson just happened to overhear and, critically, share.

At the time, I was happily and successfully employed elsewhere, and, 
like so many of our candidates, I was not looking. But when I learned 
that there was a firm that shared my sense of vocation, I was willing to 
listen. Over a period of many months, I got to know Tim and the leader-
ship team at the Ian Martin Group. And I was impressed.

First, they lead with what they believe. They believe in becoming a new 
kind of search firm. They believe in “doing good” to do well. They believe 
in sustainability, community, and environment. They believe in treating 
people with dignity and respect. They believe in excellence and innovation. 
They believe these things and have the external credibility to back them 
up through the B Corp certification, which was a strong attractor for me.

Read the full post here.

Blog 3:

http://ianmartin.com/blog/2012/08/making-a-meaningful-contribution/
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The B Impact Assessment 
What have you learned? How has it affected your business? Talk about 
whether it changed your environmental practices, or spurred you to 
finally write up an environmental policy or step up your community 
involvement. Put it in context: was the assessment rigorous compared 
with others you’ve seen or taken, or compared with your internal assess-
ments? Encourage readers to take the assessment for their businesses 
(you could offer to help your customers and partners).

Extra credit: provide tips on surviving taking the assessment or preparing  
for it; if you’re renewing, talk about how the process compares to your 
first assessment.

Notogroup of Portland, Oregon, candidly shared their experience:

B Corps: We Failed, Then Prevailed!

As the saying goes, “Nothing worthwhile comes easily.” At Notogroup,  
we found this to be true after the comprehensive certification process 
that we went through to become a Certified B Corp. … This is the story 
of our journey.

Our path to certification was an eye-opening process, one that truly 
helped us understand the positive impacts a business can have on 
individuals, on the environment and on communities as a system for 
social cooperation.

At first pass, reviewing the 150 detailed questions, we thought for  
sure we were going to get a passing grade. However, we quickly started 
to see some of our shortcomings in the areas of policies, procedures  
and documentation. … 

Read the full post here.

Blog 4:

http://notogroup.com/blog/b-corps-we-failed-then-prevailed/
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The change you seek 
B Corps are in the vanguard of a movement to redefine success in 
business and use the power of business for social and environmental 
good—our mantra is “B the change.” Write about the change you seek  
in your business and your community, and what you’re doing about it. 
(Tip: draw on that section of your B Corp profile.) What are you doing in 
your community to promote positive change? How are you B’ing better?

Here’s an example from Mightybytes:

Get Ready for the Chicago Green Office Challenge!

Mightybytes has joined the Chicago Green Office Challenge. Learn how 
your business can get involved.

We only have one earth and we should preserve it. That idea is finally 
starting to make its way into people’s minds and businesses’ agendas. 
Today, there are many ways one can act sustainably (since sustainability 
now covers an array of topics), such as riding your bike to work or install-
ing LED and CFL lights or even developing an eco-friendly website.

One of the ways the City of Chicago is trying to help businesses make  
this effort is through the Green Office Challenge. And Mightybytes has  
its eyes on the top of the leaderboard!

Read the full post here. 

Blog 5:

http://www.mightybytes.com/blog/entry/green-office-challenge/#sthash.nfiwGrkz.dpuf
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In praise of fellow B Corps 
Who are the other B Corps in your area? Do you work with them?  
Buy from them? Drink beer with them? If you’re the only one in your 
neck of the woods, what B Corps in other regions do you admire?  
Short profiles of other B Corps show you’re keeping great company.  
You could talk about how their products and services are better or 
greener, or show how they are contributing to a more sustainable 
environment and economy. 

PICnet writes about fellow Bs that are vendors and clients, as in this post:

B Corporations Helping B Corporations: Back to the Roots

As many of you know, PICnet is a B Corporation, a socially responsible 
business with the triple bottom line of people, planet and profit. 

One of those businesses is PICnet client Back to the Roots (BTTR).  
Back to the Roots was founded by two UC Berkeley students, Alejandro 
Velez & Nikhil Arora, who were inspired to make a product from used 
coffee grounds. What they came up with was a mushroom kit where, 
in as little as 10 days, you can grow your own mushrooms from your 
kitchen windowsill! Skeptical?

Read the full post here. 

We’ve launched a series on our blog. Here’s the first:

B Corp Profile: GreenHeart Global Makes a Better Hanger

When Gary Barker’s design team embarked on redesigning the clothes 
hanger as an environmentally sustainable product, Barker secretly 
thought it was the “stupidest idea” ever. That was in 2006; now the 
resulting Ditto hangers are being embraced by major retailers such 
as Levi Strauss, REI and the Gap, and Barker’s green product design 
company, GreenHeart Global, and its sister spinoff, Ditto Sustainable 
Brand Solutions, are flourishing. Their products have garnered a 
slew of design awards, and this year Acterra gave Ditto its award for 
environmental innovation.

Read the full post here.

Blog 6:

http://blog.picnet.net/2012/12/13/b-corporations-helping-b-corporations-back-to-the-roots/
http://www.thinkshiftcom.com/blog/2013/05/08/b-corp-profile-greenheart-global-makes-a-better-hanger-and-learns-how-to-sell-it/
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A practice you changed or 
adopted as part of being a B 
Most B Corps find that the B Impact Assessment reveals at least a thing 
or two they could do to operate more sustainably. Pick one of those 
things and talk about what you changed, why it was important, how you 
managed the change, and what the result was. If you created a new policy, 
you could simply summarize it and share it as an example for others.

Brenna Donoghue of Ethical Ocean wrote this story for the B Corp blog 
about dealing with a growth-fueled values issue:

… A few months after we launched a number of events happened all at 
once, suddenly moving us from being unknown to being on a path to fast 
growth. … Suddenly people knew the business and were shopping with 
us. So we focused on how to grow the business—part of our strategy 
was to increase our catalog, which contains three categories of products: 
eco-friendly, people friendly, and animal friendly. …

In our haste for growth we lost sight of what we wanted to be. We had 
some truly amazing brands that made beautiful products that were 
manufactured ethically. But we also had built up a lot of crap: Products 
that were designed with the best of intentions but were low quality, or 
products that looked great but that were produced with questionable 
ethics. We wanted our members to be able to trust that the products 
they purchased were meeting eco, people, and animal standards. 
We started 2012 asking ourselves if we were proud of what we had 
become—and while we were happy with the growth we’d seen, we knew 
we had drifted too far from our original vision and let our standards slip. 
So we slashed our catalog—we went from 500 brands sold on Ethical 
Ocean to 200. Sure, that’s a big cut but today, there isn’t a single product 
on the site I wouldn’t happily recommend. And the surprise effect: it 
hasn’t hurt our growth. People can now find products they love and 
believe in quickly, and our credibility is far stronger. …

Read the full post here.

Blog 7:

https://www.bcorporation.net/blog/doing-good-and-doing-good-business-b-the-change-ethical-ocean
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Follow the news 
When B Corps hit the headlines, take note and write about it. It doesn’t 
take much: give the company a shout-out, recap the article, and link  
to the article. Recent topics include Fast Company’s Rock Stars of 
the New Economy, the Best for the World honors, and coverage of 
Delaware’s benefit corporation legislation. Two examples show how  
B Corps have covered B Corp news:

From BetterWorld Telecom:

The Board of Supervisors on Tuesday voted unanimously to support  
an ordinance sponsored by Board President David Chiu that will provide 
bid preferences on City contracts to Benefit Corporations, a new form  
of a corporate entity recently authorized by the State of California.  
The ordinance will be voted on for a second time next Tuesday, April 24, 
with passage expected.

“As the first city to provide contracting preferences to Benefit Corpora-
tions, San Francisco is again leading the nation by supporting new types 
of socially responsible companies,” said Supervisor Chiu. “Since benefit 
corporations create value for shareholders and society at the same time, 
we are demonstrating our commitment to sustainability, economic inno-
vation, and social entrepreneurialism.” … 

Read the full post here.

From Thinkshift:

B Corps Go International

Exciting news on the B Corporation front—the B Corp movement is 
expanding internationally.

B Lab, the nonprofit that certifies B Corps, is working with Santiago,  
Chile–based Sistema B to certify B Corps in South America. Sistema B  
is starting with companies in Chile, Argentina and Colombia. In just  
over three months in operation, the organization has gathered commit-
ments from 100 entrepreneurs committed to becoming Empresas  
B Certificados. … 

Read the full post here.

Blog 8:

http://www.betterworldtelecom.com/blog/?p=1912
http://www.thinkshiftcom.com/blog/2012/08/06/b-corps-go-international/
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Benefit corporation legislation 
If your state has enacted benefit corporation legislation, describe what 
it means and what it enables companies to do. (Of course, if you are a 
benefit corporation, it gives you a unique perspective.) How many benefit 
corporations are in your state? If your state doesn’t yet allow benefit 
corporations, is it considering that structure? Follow the political action, 
noting progress of the bill, or recap news articles and comment on them.

This is a hot topic on B Corp blogs. Here are a few examples:

From RSF Social Finance:

California Benefit Corporation Kickoff

January 3 marked the first day that California businesses were able  
to register as benefit corporations! Eager to become official benefit 
corporations and pave the way for other California businesses, a dozen 
business leaders traveled to Sacramento on the 3rd to file their documents. 
Among the first businesses to elect benefit corporation status were  
Patagonia and long-time RSF office supply vendor Give Something Back. … 

Read the full post here.

From Better World Books:

Maryland Passes Benefit Corporation Legislation

As a triple bottom-line company and a B Corporation, we’re excited to let 
you know about recent progress in the social enterprise movement. On 
April 13, the state of Maryland signed into law a bill designating a new 
kind of company that creates social benefit and shareholder value. … 

Read more here.

Blog 9:

http://rsfsocialfinance.org/2012/01/cabenefitcorp201/
http://blog.betterworldbooks.com/2010/05/06/maryland-passes-benefit-corporation-legislation/#sthash.5knJa4Qs.dpuf
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B Corp vs. benefit corporation: 
clear up the mystery     
Many people are puzzled about the difference between the B Corp  
certification and the benefit corporation legal form. Explain the differ-
ence. (The B Corp website has great material you can use.) This is best  
if your state has enacted a benefit corporation law or is considering it.

Dirk Sampselle wrote a thorough explanation on the B Revolution blog:

Becoming a B: What Is the Difference Between a B Corporation  
and a Benefit Corporation? 

Although “B Corporation” and “benefit corporation” are terms commonly 
used interchangeably, the B Corporation name is not just an abbreviation 
for the benefit corporation legal entity. As a benefit corporation consul-
tant, former member of the B Lab policy team, and frequent speaker in 
the social enterprise startup scene, I constantly hear the two conflated.

The confusion stemming from this has inspired this blog post; may it 
liberate you from the confusion, and empower you to advocate for these 
great changes in corporate governance with knowledge and accuracy. … 

Read the full post here.

Blog 10:

http://www.bcorporation.net
http://www.brevolutionconsulting.com/becoming-a-b-what-is-the-difference-between-a-b-corporation-and-a-benefit-corporation/
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Go deep on a B Corp value     
Maybe you’re passionate about reducing your environmental impact or 
providing an excellent workplace. Maybe you groove on transparency or 
contributing to your community. Talk about what you do to advance that 
value, why it matters (to you and the world), how it affects your business, 
and what you’ve learned that might help others do more in that area. 

This Indigenous post about fair trade both defines what that concept 
means to the company and provides an infographic and other resources 
for learning about fair trade generally:

Infographic: Fair Trade 

If you’ve ever carefully perused the coffee isle or browsed for 
bananas at the supermarket, you’re probably already familiar with 
fair trade products. But do you know what fair trade really means? 
Fair trade labeling indicates when a product was produced under a 
set of principles that include fair labor practices and environmental 
regulations. By buying fair trade you are supporting independent 
producers, healthy working conditions, responsible methods of 
production and better environmental practices.

Fair trade standards are part of Indigenous’ DNA:

• We provide fair wages in the local context

• Support safe, healthy, and participatory workplaces

• Supply financial and technical support as well as shared commu-
nity planning to build capacity

• Ensure environmental sustainability (including using organic certi-
fied cotton, GOTS processing, and Oeko-tex 100 approved dyes)

• Respect and embrace cultural identity, of families and community

• Build direct and long-term relationships

• Educate and collaborate with partners on sustainability

Check out the infographic here.

Blog 11:

http://www.indigenous.com/blog/article/infographic-fair-trade#.Uh5MqRuTib0
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Report on the B Corp retreat     
If you’re among the lucky folks who make it to the annual B Corp retreat, 
you’ll probably come back brimming with ideas worth writing about. What 
were the highlights? Give it a personal spin. How did it inspire or energize 
you? What did you find out about other B Corps? What did you learn? 
What ideas are you going to pursue? If you went to the Colorado retreat, 
did you tackle the fourteener summit or enjoy fine mountain-brewed beer? 

Here’s what Compass(x) Strategy had to say about the 2012 retreat:

Last week was the annual B Corporation Champions Retreat. I attended 
last year and found the experience mind-blowing and inspirational. So, 
I was extremely excited about who I would meet and what I would 
experience this year. I was not disappointed. Since much of what 
inspired me is actionable by any business, I thought I would share with 
you some of the highlights.

It’s Official. This Is a Movement.

The B Corporation Retreat was not merely a gathering of awesome people 
eating and drinking together (although it was that too…). This was a 
meeting of the minds. 250 purpose-driven business leaders getting 
together to discuss how we can continue to reinvent capitalism and 
make business a force for good. Sound lofty and delusional? Nope. …

Read the full post here.

See more strategy>Shift guides and learn about the Thinkshift Credibility Quotient™ on the 
Resources page of our website. Or sign up to be the first to know about our next report.

Thinkshift is a San Francisco–based boutique marketing agency that creates 
strategic communications programs that help sustainability-oriented enter-
prises succeed. We tell clients’ stories in ways that motivate audiences and 
get them the attention they deserve. Follow us @thinkshift.

Blog 12:

>

http://compassxstrategy.com/2012/10/14/insights-from-the-2012-b-corp-retreat/
http://thinkshiftcom.com/thinkshift_resources.html
http://oi.vresp.com/?fid=301cf8f903
https://twitter.com/thinkshift

